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Message                        Words of Wisdom

*
“Do not forsake wisdom and she will protect you; love her, and she will
watch over you. The beginning of wisdom is this: Get wisdom. Though it
cost all you have, get understanding.”

As we explore this today, let us also contemplate the difference between
knowledge and wisdom:

There is knowledge and then there is wisdom. Furthermore, the Scripture
says that even though it will cost us all that we have, get understanding.
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Not only are we exhorted to get wisdom and to be wise in all that we say
and all that we do, we are exhorted to get understanding.

Imagine, if we took the time and energy to truly understand the issues of
our time. Imagine, if we took the time and energy to truly understand the
relationships with our family and friends. Understanding, in part, is actually
understanding there are always at least two sides to every story. So, are we
truly listening to the other side? Truly when we are listening it means that
we are not formulating a response while the other is talking. How many
times have we done this? I know I am not truly listening, if I begin
formulating a response before they are finished talking.

In addition to this weakness, are we too quick to judge or criticize another
prematurely?

We are so quick to judge or criticize another when we do not have an
understanding of the situation or of the person.

There is a great deal of wisdom in this prayer. Please listen carefully to the
wisdom in this prayer:
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How many times have we prayed this prayer? How many times has the
Holy Spirit been nudging us to be an instrument of this kind of wisdom?
How many times has the Holy Spirit been nudging us to get outside our
comfort zone to truly understand another point of view?

How insecure are we to not give our full attention to another side of the
story? I have seen again and again where families and friendships have
shut down the lines of communication over climate change and politics. For
some, politics has become their religion.

No matter who we are, we have a great deal to learn in the way of religion,
politics, spirituality and climate change. If we could be so humble to first
listen to the other and then reflect back what we think we have heard, this
is the beginning of understanding. Oftentimes, we are ignorant of who
another really is. Oftentimes, we are ignorant of what the other truly
believes. Listen to what Anthony de Mello has to say on this subject:
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Today is simply the beginning of exploring wisdom and understanding.

I confess that at times I will not and cannot listen to another’s point of view,
especially, if there is no dialogue, no interchange of ideas and possibilities
on a given subject. I confess that if the other will not listen in return, it is
highly unlikely that I will listen a second time. A conversation is a mutual
interchange between individuals that is respectful of one another
regardless of their point of view.

How in the world can we ever expect to live in harmony with one another if
we are not having an exchange of ideas on subjects that really matter at
this time in our history?

We all could stand to be more humble and aware of our own ignorance on
the things we think we know. Not only could we stand to be more humble
before one another, we could stand to be more humble before God as this
verse in Proverbs teaches:
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Another way to translate this verse I heard years and years ago is: “The
awe of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge, but fools despise wisdom
and instruction. Another possible way to think about this verse is this
paraphrase: The Deep Love of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge …
I personally do not respond to the fear of the Lord very well. However, I do
respond to this amazing and unconditional love of God which changes the
way in which I live and move and have our being.

There is the conventional wisdom of this world, and there is the
unconventional Wisdom of Yeshua.

Let’s share some conventional wisdom of this world such as: always be
aware of our surroundings; an apple a day keeps the doctor away. Or,
haste makes waste.

(Pause here for examples from the congregation on conventional wisdom.)

Do not get me wrong, conventional wisdom can be very helpful. For
example: always be aware of your surroundings. This wisdom has helped
me countless times so that I can pay attention to what is at hand. Had I
been aware of my surroundings at the age of 19, I would probably not have
had my motorcycle accident.
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As we prepare for the Sacrament of Holy Communion, I ask these
questions:

Is there wisdom and understanding in me? In you?
Is there wisdom and understanding in my family?
Is there wisdom and understanding in my school?
Is there wisdom and understanding in my government?

Next week we will explore the unconventional wisdom of Yeshua:

Imagine how our lives and our relationships could change if we would seek
wisdom and understanding in these relationships. Let us prepare for the
Sacrament of Holy Communion in the singing of this hymn:

Hymn of Preparation # 628 Eat This Bread

Postlude Video
Prayer of St. Francis,(Make Me A Channel of Your Peace) sung by An…
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZI1Gst7pEqc

